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In Brief

Carlson et al. demonstrate that the

nucleocapsid (N) protein of SARS-CoV-2,

together with viral RNA, forms gel-like

biomolecular condensates and particles

that are consistent with its genome-

packaging role. Phosphorylation

transforms condensates into liquid-like

droplets, which may provide a

cytoplasmic compartment to support the

protein’s function in viral genome

transcription.
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SUMMARY
The nucleocapsid (N) protein of coronaviruses serves twomajor functions: compaction of the RNA genome in
the virion and regulation of viral gene transcription. It is not clear how the N protein mediates such distinct
functions. The N protein contains two RNA-binding domains surrounded by regions of intrinsic disorder.
Phosphorylation of the central disordered region promotes the protein’s transcriptional function, but the un-
derlying mechanism is not known. Here, we show that the N protein of SARS-CoV-2, together with viral RNA,
forms biomolecular condensates. Unmodified N protein forms partially ordered gel-like condensates and
discrete 15-nmparticles based onmultivalent RNA-protein and protein-protein interactions. Phosphorylation
reduces these interactions, generating a more liquid-like droplet. We propose that distinct oligomeric states
support the two functions of the N protein: unmodified protein forms a structured oligomer that is suited
for nucleocapsid assembly, and phosphorylated protein forms a liquid-like compartment for viral genome
processing.
INTRODUCTION

Coronaviruses are enveloped viruses with an �30-kb positive-

sense single-stranded RNA genome, packed tightly inside the

�100-nm virion in a poorly defined structure called the nucleo-

capsid. Condensation of the genome into the compact nucleo-

capsid structure depends primarily on the nucleocapsid (N) pro-

tein, one of the four major structural proteins encoded in the viral

genome (Fung and Liu, 2019; Laude and Masters, 1995; Mas-

ters, 2006).

Following viral entry and disassembly of the nucleocapsid, the

genome is translated to produce RNA-dependent RNA polymer-

ase and numerous other non-structural proteins (Nsps) (Fung

and Liu, 2019; Kim et al., 2020; Snijder et al., 2016; Sola et al.,

2015). These proteins rearrange membranes of the endoplasmic

reticulum to form the replication transcription complex (RTC)

(den Boon and Ahlquist, 2010; Hagemeijer et al., 2012; Knoops

et al., 2008; Neuman et al., 2014; Snijder et al., 2020; Stertz

et al., 2007; Ulasli et al., 2010;Wolff et al., 2020), which is thought

to provide a scaffold for the viral proteins that perform genome

replication and transcription and which might also shield these

processes from the host cell’s innate immune response.
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Using genomic (+) RNA as a template, the viral polymerase

produces (�) RNA transcripts of subgenomic regions encoding

the viral structural proteins (S, E, M, and N) (Fung and Liu,

2019; Kim et al., 2020; Snijder et al., 2016; Sola et al., 2015). Sub-

genomic transcription involves a template-switchingmechanism

in which the polymerase completes transcription of a structural

protein gene and then skips to a transcription-regulating

sequence (TRS) at the 50 end of the genome, resulting in subge-

nomic (�) RNA fragments—which are then transcribed to pro-

duce (+) RNA for translation. N protein is encoded by the most

abundant subgenomic RNA and is translated at high levels early

in infection. The N protein is the most abundant viral protein in

the infected cell (Bouhaddou et al., 2020; Laude and Masters,

1995; Masters, 2006) and accumulates in dynamic clusters at

RTCs (Bost et al., 2000; Cong et al., 2020; Snijder et al., 2020;

Stertz et al., 2007; Ulasli et al., 2010; V’kovski et al., 2019; Ver-

heije et al., 2010; Verheije et al., 2008) where it is thought to

help promote the RNA structural rearrangements required for

subgenomic transcription (Almazán et al., 2004; Wu et al.,

2014; Zúñiga et al., 2010).

The structural features of the N protein are well conserved

among coronaviruses. The �46-kDa N proteins of SARS-CoV
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and SARS-CoV-2 are �90% identical. The N protein contains

two globular domains, the N- and C-terminal domains (NTD

and CTD, respectively), surrounded by intrinsically disordered

regions (Chang et al., 2014) (Figure 1A, Figure S1). N protein is

highly basic (pI �10), and multiple RNA-binding sites are found

throughout the protein (Chang et al., 2009). The NTD is an

RNA-binding domain (Fan et al., 2005; Huang et al., 2004;

Jayaram et al., 2006; Kang et al., 2020). The CTD forms a tightly

linked dimer with a large RNA-binding groove (Chen et al., 2007;

Takeda et al., 2008; Ye et al., 2020; Zuwala et al., 2015), and the

fundamental unit of N protein structure is a dimer (Luo et al.,

2004; Yu et al., 2005). Under some conditions, the dimer self-as-

sociates to form oligomers that depend on multiple protein re-

gions (Chang et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2007; Cong et al., 2017;

He et al., 2004; Hurst et al., 2009; Luo et al., 2006; Luo et al.,

2005; Ye et al., 2020; Zuwala et al., 2015). The biochemical fea-

tures and function of these oligomers are not clear.

The central disordered linker contains a conserved serine-

arginine (SR)-rich sequence that is likely to serve as a key regu-

latory hub in N protein function. Early in infection, the SR region is

rapidly phosphorylated at multiple sites by cytoplasmic kinases

(Bouhaddou et al., 2020; Davidson et al., 2020; Fung and Liu,

2018; Klann et al., 2020; Peng et al., 2008; Stohlman et al.,

1983; Surjit et al., 2005; White et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2014; Wu

et al., 2009). Phosphorylation leads to association with the

RNA helicase DDX1, which promotes RNA structural changes

required for transcription of long subgenomic RNAs in the RTC

(Wu et al., 2014). Later in infection, nucleocapsid formation and

viral assembly do not seem to require N protein phosphorylation,

which is substantially reduced in the nucleocapsid of MHV and

SARS-CoV virions (Wu et al., 2014;Wu et al., 2009).We have little

understanding of the molecular mechanisms by which phos-

phorylation influences N protein function.

To gain a better understanding of N protein function and its

control by phosphorylation, we explored the biochemical prop-

erties of the N protein from SARS-CoV-2, the causative agent

of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. We found that N protein

and viral RNA form biomolecular condensates (Alberti et al.,

2019; Banani et al., 2017; Owen and Shewmaker, 2019; Shin

and Brangwynne, 2017; Tauber et al., 2020). The ordered, gel-

like condensates of the unmodified protein are changed to

more liquid-like droplets by phosphorylation, providing a poten-

tial structural foundation for the distinct functions of the N protein

in nucleocapsid assembly and genome processing.

RESULTS

N Protein of SARS-CoV-2 Forms RNA-Dependent
Biomolecular Condensates
Purified N protein produced in bacteria migrated on gel filtration

as a dimer in high salt but as a large oligomer in physiological salt

(Figure S2A). Light microscopy revealed the presence of liquid-

like droplets in the presence and absence of added RNA (Fig-

ure S2B), suggesting that N protein forms biomolecular conden-

sates. We noted, however, that purified N protein contained nu-

cleic acid, even after nuclease treatment, raising the possibility

that structures seen in the absence of added RNA were due to

tightly bound contaminating RNA. Following removal of RNA
by protein denaturation and renaturation (Figure S2C), the pro-

tein displayed few microscopic structures, but addition of viral

RNA greatly enhanced the formation of structures similar to

those in the native preparation (Figure 1B). We conclude that

RNA is required for the formation of the higher-order oligomers

seen in the microscope. All subsequent studies were performed

with denatured and renatured proteins (Figure S2D).

We analyzed the effects of three mid-sized viral RNA frag-

ments: (1) 50-400, containing the 400 nt at the 50 end of the

SARS-CoV-2 genome, which is thought to include multiple sec-

ondary structure elements and the leader TRS (Chen and Ols-

thoorn, 2010; Yang and Leibowitz, 2015; Yang et al., 2015); (2)

PS-318, a 318-nt sequence near the end of ORF1b in SARS-

CoV, proposed as a packaging sequence (Hsieh et al., 2005;

Woo et al., 2019) but of unknown function (Chen and Olsthoorn,

2010; Masters, 2019); and (3) N-1260, a 1260-nt sequence con-

taining the open reading frame of the N gene near the 30 end of

the SARS-CoV-2 genome. RNA encoding firefly luciferase

(Luc-1710) was a nonviral control. N protein structures were

analyzed by microscopy 30 min after addition of RNA at room

temperature (Figure 1B). At 10 mM N protein, the three viral

RNAs rapidly generated branched networks of liquid-like beads.

Higher N protein concentrations produced large liquid-like drop-

lets several microns in diameter. Nonviral RNA led to amorphous

filamentous aggregates with partial liquid-like appearance. For

most subsequent studies, we used 50-400 RNA as a representa-

tive viral RNA.

Incubation at higher temperature (30�C or 37�C) had little ef-

fect on droplet formation in a 30-min incubation (Figure S2E),

and longer incubations did not transform filamentous networks

into droplets (Figure S2F). High salt dissolved N protein struc-

tures, indicating that they depend primarily on electrostatic inter-

actions (Figure S2G).

We analyzed the formation and morphology of condensates

over a wide range of N protein and 50-400 RNA concentrations

(Figures S3 and 1C, top row). At low RNA concentrations, small

spherical droplets were seen at multiple N protein concentra-

tions. Higher RNA and protein concentrations led to filamentous

structures. Interestingly, at RNA concentrations approaching

those of N protein, no structures were formed. These results sug-

gest that condensates depend on the crosslinking of multiple N

proteins by a single RNA.

We tested the importance of multivalent RNA binding by

measuring the effects of a 10-nt RNA carrying the TRS sequence

of SARS-CoV-2. The TRS sequence is thought to bind primarily

to the NTD, with some contribution from the adjacent SR region

(Grossoehme et al., 2009; Keane et al., 2012). Surprisingly, addi-

tion of the TRS RNA triggered the rapid formation of droplets

without the filamentous structures seen with longer viral RNAs

(Figures 1B and 1C). Also in contrast to results with longer

RNAs, droplet formation was greatly reduced when the N protein

was in molar excess over the TRS RNA (Figures 1B and 1C), indi-

cating that RNA-free N protein exerts a dominant inhibitory effect

on the formation of TRS-bound oligomers. Droplets formed

when TRSRNAwas equimolar with or in excess of N protein (Fig-

ure 1C), suggesting that these droplets depend on the binding of

a single TRS RNA to each N protein. A 10-nt RNA with a

random sequence displayed similar behavior but at higher
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Figure 1. SARS-CoV-2 N Protein Forms Biomolecular Condensates in the Presence of RNA

(A) Top: schematic of N protein domain architecture. NTE, N-terminal extension; NTD, N-terminal domain; SR, SR region; CTD, C-terminal domain; CTE,

C-terminal extension; CBP, CTD basic patch. Bottom: features of amino acid sequence. PLAAC, prion-like amino acid composition (Lancaster et al., 2014);

NCPR, net charge per residue. See Figure S1 for sequence.

(B) Light microscopy images of N protein condensates after a 30-min incubation at room temperature with the indicated RNA molecules. All images are

representative of multiple independent experiments; scale bar, 10 mm.

(C) Condensate formation by N protein (10 mM) over a range of 50-400, TRS-10, and Random-10 RNA concentrations. All images are representative of multiple

independent experiments; scale bar, 10 mm. Random-10 RNA is amixed population of 10-nt random sequences. See Figure S3 for condensate formation at other

N protein and 50-400 RNA concentrations.
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concentrations, suggesting that specific binding is not entirely

responsible for the effects of TRS RNA (Figure 1C). We speculate

that the binding of a short RNA molecule alters N protein struc-

ture to promote low-affinity protein-protein interactions leading

to droplet formation. In the more physiologically relevant context

of long RNAs, these weak protein-protein interactions are pre-

sumably augmented by multivalent RNA-protein interactions.

We next explored the roles of N protein disordered regions.

We analyzed mutant proteins lacking the following regions (Fig-

ure 2A; Figure S1): (1) the 44-aa N-terminal extension (NTE), a

poorly conserved prion-like sequence with a basic cluster that

contributes to RNA binding (Chang et al., 2009); (2) the 31-aa

SR region, a basic segment implicated in RNA binding, oligomer-

ization (Luo et al., 2005), and phosphorylation (Bouhaddou et al.,

2020; Davidson et al., 2020; Fung and Liu, 2018; Klann et al.,

2020; Peng et al., 2008; Stohlman et al., 1983; Surjit et al.,

2005; White et al., 2007; Wu et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2009); (3)

the 55-aa C-terminal extension (CTE), implicated in oligomeriza-

tion (Hurst et al., 2009; Luo et al., 2006; Luo et al., 2005; Ye et al.,

2020); and (4) the CTD basic patch (CBP), a 33-aa basic region

that forms the RNA-binding groove on the surface of the CTD

(Chen et al., 2007; Takeda et al., 2008; Ye et al., 2020), which

can be deleted without affecting CTD dimer structure (Yu

et al., 2006).

When combined with viral 50-400 RNA, none of the deletions

completely prevented droplet formation at high protein concen-

trations (Figure 2A), indicating that no single disordered segment

is essential for the interactions that mediate droplet formation.

CTE deletion stimulated the formation of abundant filaments,

suggesting that this region normally inhibits certain interactions.

Deletion of the NTE or CBP abolished filaments. Droplets were

also observed after deletion of both the NTE and CTE, showing

that the central regions are sufficient for droplet formation.

Turbidity analyses (Figure 2B) showed that full-length N protein

structures increased abruptly between 5 and 10 mM, supporting

a cooperative mechanism of oligomer assembly. Consistent with

the microscopy analyses, CTE deletion reduced the saturating

concentration and NTE deletion increased it, further supporting

the negative and positive roles, respectively, of these regions.

Deletion of both the NTE and CTE resulted in an intermediate

phenotype (Figure 2B).

Further insights arose in studies of deletion mutants and the

10-nt TRS RNA (Figure 2A). By minimizing the contribution of

multivalent RNA binding, these studies illuminated critical pro-

tein-protein interactions that contribute to condensate forma-

tion. As in the experiments with long RNA, CTE deletion

enhanced droplet formation, NTE deletion inhibited it, and the

double deletion had little effect, pointing to these regions as

opposing but nonessential modulators of protein-protein inter-

actions. As in the wild-type protein (Figure 1B), a molar excess

of N protein suppressed droplet formation by TRS RNA in

most mutants; only the CBP deletion caused abundant droplets

when the protein was in excess of RNA, suggesting that the CBP

is responsible for the reduced droplet formation seen with high N

protein concentrations. In contrast to results with long RNA,

deletion of the SR region abolished TRS-mediated condensates

(Figure 2A). TRS binding to the NTD is known to be enhanced by

the basic SR region, but SR deletion has only a moderate impact
on affinity (Grossoehme et al., 2009). At the RNA concentration

used in our experiments, it is unlikely that SR deletion abolished

RNA binding. We therefore suspect that the SR region, perhaps

in association with part of the RNA, is required for TRS-depen-

dent droplet formation because it mediates a weak interaction

with another N protein (Luo et al., 2005).

Phosphorylation Promotes More Liquid-like N Protein
Condensates
N protein phosphorylation depends on a poorly understood

collaboration between multiple kinases (Peng et al., 2008; Surjit

et al., 2005; Wu et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2009). One important

player is the abundant cytoplasmic kinase GSK-3, which gener-

ally phosphorylates serines or threonines four residues upstream

of pre-phosphorylated ‘‘priming’’ sites (Beurel et al., 2015).

Studies of the N protein of SARS-CoV (Wu et al., 2009) support

the presence of two priming sites, P1 and P2 (Figure 3A), where

phosphorylation initiates a series of GSK-3-mediated phosphor-

ylation events, each primed by the previous site, resulting in a

high density of up to ten phosphates. The kinases responsible

for priming phosphorylation are not known, but the P2 site

(S206 in SARS-CoV-2) is a strong consensus sequence (S/T-P-

x-K/R) for Cdk1, a major cell cycle kinase (Morgan, 1997; Surjit

et al., 2005).

To produce phosphorylated N protein, we first tested the pos-

sibility that Cdk1 primes the protein for subsequent phosphory-

lation by GSK-3. We found that Cdk1-cyclin B1 phosphorylated

N protein in the SR region and mutation of S206 reduced Cdk1-

dependent phosphorylation (Figure 3B). Phosphorylation might

also occur at T198, a nearby Cdk1 consensus site. A combina-

tion of Cdk1 and GSK-3 enhanced phosphorylation. Clear evi-

dence for priming by Cdk1 was obtained by extensive unlabeled

phosphorylation by Cdk1, followed by analysis of radiolabeled

phosphorylation with GSK-3 (Figure 3C).

Phosphorylation of N protein with a combination of Cdk1 and

GSK-3 reduced filamentous structures and promoted the forma-

tion of more spherical droplets (Figure 3D). GSK-3 alone had no

effect, whereas Cdk1 alone promoted droplets to a small extent.

Phosphorylation in the SR region therefore appears to promote

the formation of more liquid-like condensates.

We explored the role of phosphorylation in depth with studies

of a phosphomimetic mutant in which the ten serines and threo-

nines in the SR region were replaced with aspartate (the 10D

mutant). When combined with the 50-400 viral RNA, the 10D pro-

tein rapidly formed condensates with a spherical droplet

morphology that was clearly distinct from the filamentous struc-

tures of the wild-type protein (Figure 3E). The droplets seen with

the 10D mutant were more spherical and uniform than those

observed following phosphorylation in vitro (Figure 3D), presum-

ably because phosphorylation at all sites is unlikely to be

achieved in vitro. All three viral RNAs were effective in driving

droplet formation, although N-1260 appeared to reduce the

saturating concentration (Figure S4A). NTE deletion in the 10D

protein reduced droplet formation, showing once again the pos-

itive role of this region (Figure 3F).

Importantly, the 10D mutation had a greater impact on

condensate morphology (Figure 3E) than an SR deletion (Fig-

ure 2A), indicating that phosphorylation does not simply block
Molecular Cell 80, 1092–1103, December 17, 2020 1095
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SR function but might also interfere with other interactions. One

plausible possibility, for example, is that the abundant negative

charge of the phosphorylated SR region interacts intramolecu-

larly with one or more of the positively charged patches on the

adjacent NTD or CTD, thereby interfering with multivalent RNA-

protein interactions.

Droplet formation by TRS RNA was abolished in the 10D

mutant (Figure 3E), just as we observed with TRS RNA and the

SR deletion (Figure 2A). These results support the notion that

phosphorylation blocks weak protein-protein interactions medi-

ated by the SR region.

Phosphorylated N protein is thought to be localized at the RTC

(Stohlman et al., 1983). The N protein of mouse hepatitis virus

(MHV) is known to interact directly with the N-terminal Ubl1

domain of Nsp3, a large transmembrane protein localized to

RTC membranes (Cong et al., 2020; Hurst et al., 2013; Hurst

et al., 2010; Keane and Giedroc, 2013). We found that a GFP-

tagged Ubl1 domain of SARS-CoV-2 Nsp3 partitioned into N

protein droplets and filamentous structures (Figure S4B),

providing a potential mechanism for association of the RTC

with N protein condensates.

To gain a better understanding of the properties of N protein

structures, we analyzed the fusion dynamics of different struc-

tures over time. During a short (90 s) time course, the filamentous

structures of 10 mMwild-type protein remained immobile and did

not fuse, while the spherical droplets of the 10D mutant were

highly dynamic and fused rapidly (Figure 4A). We also found

that the droplet-like structures at higher concentrations of un-

modified protein displayed relatively slow fusion activity

compared to the droplets of phosphorylated N protein (Fig-

ure 4B). These results suggest that unmodified protein forms

gel-like condensates that are relatively rigid, while phosphory-

lated N protein forms condensates that behave more like liquid

droplets.

We analyzed condensate properties further by labeling N pro-

tein with a fluorescent dye, incubating 20 mM N protein with 50-
400 RNA to form droplets, andmeasuring fluorescence recovery

after photobleaching (FRAP). Wild-type N protein droplets

recovered slowly (about 7% over 4 min), and recovery was

most apparent at the edges of the droplets (Figures 4C and

S4C). 10D mutant droplets recovered more uniformly and about

2-fold more rapidly (12% over 4 min), suggesting that phosphor-

ylation generates a more dynamic condensate but also showing

that both wild-type and 10D condensates are less dynamic

in vitro than many previously described condensates.

We used negative-stain electronmicroscopy to further analyze

mixtures of 10 mMN protein and 1 mM viral RNA (Figure 4D). Un-

modified wild-type protein and PS-318 RNA formed particles of

�15 nm diameter, and two-dimensional classification of these

particles revealed a uniform size and architecture (Figure 4E).

Similar particles were observed with 50-400 RNA (Figure S4D).

Thus, the gel-like filamentous condensates of the unmodified
Figure 2. Disordered Regions Modulate N Protein Condensate Format

(A) Top: schematics of N protein deletion mutants. Bottom: N protein condensat

cubation at room temperature. Images are representative of multiple independen

(B) Absorbance at 340 nm was used to quantify the turbidity of N protein mixture

indicate mean ± SEM of duplicates; representative of two independent experime
protein—and possibly the nucleocapsid—are likely to be assem-

bled on a foundation of discrete structural building blocks. In

contrast, the mixture of 10D mutant and RNA formed nonuni-

form, poorly defined chains (Figure 4D), suggesting that phos-

phorylation disrupts the structural units of the unmodified protein

to create a more diffuse, liquid-like condensate.

DISCUSSION

We conclude that the N protein of SARS-CoV-2, together with

viral RNA, assembles into multiple structural forms that depend

on a complex blend of intramolecular and intermolecular interac-

tions. The more rigid filamentous condensates of the unmodified

protein most likely depend on high-avidity interactions mediated

by multivalent RNA-protein, RNA-RNA, and protein-protein in-

teractions. The latter might include prion-like interactions be-

tween NTEs, binding of the SR region to the CTD (Luo et al.,

2005), or helical CTD polymers that depend on the CBP (Chen

et al., 2007; Gui et al., 2017). Long RNAs augment these pro-

tein-protein interactions by interacting with the numerous RNA-

binding sites on the protein. Our results also support a model

in which phosphorylation of the SR region blocks SR-mediated

protein-protein interactions and interferes intramolecularly with

RNA binding at other sites, resulting in a loss of affinity that gen-

erates a more dynamic liquid droplet.

The different forms of N protein oligomers seemwell suited for

its two major functions. In the nucleocapsid, where extremely

compact RNA packaging is the goal, the organized structures

of the unmodified protein could represent an underlying struc-

tural framework that is supplemented by liquid-like condensa-

tion—much like chromosome packaging depends on underlying

nucleosome structure and the condensate behavior of chromatin

proteins (Larson et al., 2017; Larson and Narlikar, 2018). Consis-

tent with this possibility, the ribonucleoprotein particles we

observed with unmodified N protein and viral RNA are remark-

ably similar in size and shape to nucleocapsid particles seen in

electron microscopy and tomography studies of partially disrup-

ted MHV nucleocapsids (Gui et al., 2017) and SARS-CoV-2 vi-

rions (Klein et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2020).

The more liquid-like behavior of phosphorylated N protein con-

densates might be particularly important at the RTC. There is

abundant evidence linking N protein phosphorylation with locali-

zation and function in the RTC. N protein is fully phosphorylated

soon after synthesis and rapidly associates with large membrane

structures that presumably represent the RTC (Stohlman et al.,

1983). N protein is the only viral structural protein that localizes

to the RTC (Snijder et al., 2020; V’kovski et al., 2019), and immu-

noelectronmicroscopy reveals high concentrations of N protein in

electron-dense regions adjacent to the double-membrane vesi-

cles and convoluted membranes of the RTC (Snijder et al.,

2020; Stertz et al., 2007; Ulasli et al., 2010). At these sites, N pro-

tein co-localizes with the transmembrane viral protein Nsp3,
ion

es observed in the presence of 50-400 RNA or TRS-10 RNA after a 30-min in-

t experiments. Scale bar, 10 mm.

s after a 15-min incubation at room temperature with 1 mM 50-400. Data points

nts.
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Figure 3. Phosphorylation Modulates N Protein Condensate Properties

(A) Sequences of the SR regions of SARS-CoV N protein (aa 177–210) and SARS-CoV-2 N protein (aa 176–209). Proposed priming sites (P1 and P2) for GSK-3 are

indicated (Wu et al., 2009). P2 (S206 in SARS-CoV-2) is a Cdk consensus site (yellow) where phosphorylation is thought to prime sequential phosphorylation

(arrows) of five upstream sites (green) by GSK-3. P1 phosphorylation by an unknown kinase primes phosphorylation at three upstream sites (orange).

(B) The indicated N protein variants were incubated for 30 min with Cdk1-cyclin B1 and/or GSK-3 and radiolabeled ATP, and reaction products were analyzed by

SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. Radiolabeled N protein is indicated. Asterisk indicates cyclin B1 autophosphorylation. Molecular weight marker shown on the

right (kDa).

(C) N protein was incubated overnight with unlabeled ATP and Cdk1-cyclin B1 (left lanes) or no kinase (right lanes), desalted, and incubated with or without GSK-3

and radiolabeled ATP. Reaction products were analyzed by SDS-PAGE and autoradiography. Molecular weight marker shown on the right (kDa).

(D) 10 mMNprotein was incubated 2 hwith Cdk1-cyclin B1 and GSK-3 in the presence or absence of ATP, dialyzed into droplet buffer overnight, andmixed with 1

mM 50-400 RNA. After 30 min, N protein condensates were analyzed by light microscopy.

(E) Images of N protein 10D mutant following 30-min incubation with or without 1 mM 50-400 or 10 mM TRS-10 RNA.

(F) Images of 10D mutants with the indicated deletions, incubated with or without 1 mM 50-400 RNA.

(B–F) All results are representative of multiple independent experiments; scale bar, 10 mm.
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Figure 4. Phosphorylation of N Protein Pro-

motes Liquid-like Behavior

(A) N protein (10 mM wild-type [WT] or 10D) was

mixed with 1 mM 50-400 RNA for 20 min, and im-

ages were taken at 30-s intervals. Arrows indicate

droplet fusion events in the 10D mutant. No fusion

events were observed in WT structures.

(B) 20 mM N protein was phosphorylated with

Cdk1-cyclin B1 and GSK-3 as in Figure 3D, incu-

bated with 1 mM 50-400 RNA for 20 min, and

imaged every 60 s. Representative droplet fusion

events are boxed with higher magnification images

in insets at upper right. Images are representative

of multiple independent experiments; scale bar,

10 mm (2 mm for insets).

(C) FRAP analysis of droplets formed with 20 mM

dye-labeled N protein (WT or 10D) and 1 mM50-400
RNA. Following 30 s of bleaching, droplet fluores-

cence was measured starting at time zero. Data

points indicate mean fluorescence intensity as a

percentage of pre-bleaching intensity

(mean ± SEM, n = 2 for WT and n = 3 for 10D). Note

the break in the y axis to allow better viewing of

recovery data. Results are representative of two

independent experiments. See Figure S4C for

images.

(D) 10 mM N protein (WT or 10D) was incubated

without or with 1 mM PS-318 RNA for 15 min prior

to analysis by negative-stain electron microscopy.

Images are representative of three independent

experiments. Scale bar, 100 nm.

(E) 2D class averages of particles from the EM

analysis of WT N protein and RNA in (D). Particle

selection was not possible with the nonuniform

structures formed by the 10D mutant.
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which is known to bind N protein and might therefore anchor N

protein oligomers to RTC membranes (Cong et al., 2020; Hurst

et al., 2013; Hurst et al., 2010; Keane and Giedroc, 2013; Wolff

et al., 2020) (Figure S4B). In light microscopy of infected cells,

GFP-tagged N protein forms large cytoplasmic granules that co-

localize with Nsp3 at RTCs (Bost et al., 2000; Cong et al., 2020;

Stertz et al., 2007; Verheije et al., 2008), and FRAP indicates

that N protein is dynamically associated with these granules (Ver-

heije et al., 2010). N protein helps control subgenomic transcrip-

tion in the RTC, and inhibition of phosphorylation blocks this func-

tion (Almazán et al., 2004; Wu et al., 2014; Zúñiga et al., 2010).

With these many lines of evidence in mind, our work points to

the possibility that a condensate of phosphorylated N protein

and loosely bound RNA, linked to RTCmembranes by Nsp3, pro-

vides a compartment to concentrate and protect the viral replica-

tion and transcription machinery. Similar mechanisms are likely to

exist in negative-sense RNA viruses, where replication is focused
Molecular Ce
in dynamic biomolecular condensates

(Heinrich et al., 2018; Nevers et al., 2020;

Nikolic et al., 2017; Zhou et al., 2019). In

measles virus, these condensates have

also been implicated in nucleocapsid as-

sembly (Guseva et al., 2020).

Others have also observed recently that

the N protein of SARS-CoV-2 forms RNA-
dependent biomolecular condensates in vitro (Chen et al., 2020;

Cubuk et al., 2020; Iserman et al., 2020; Jack et al., 2020; Lu

et al., 2020; Perdikari et al., 2020; Savastano et al., 2020).

When overexpressed at high levels in uninfected cells, the N pro-

teins of MHV (Verheije et al., 2008), SARS-CoV (Peng et al.,

2008), and SARS-CoV-2 (Iserman et al., 2020; Lu et al., 2020)

form cytoplasmic granules. In the case of SARS-CoV-2 N pro-

tein, these granules display the fusion and rapid turnover behav-

iors of dynamic condensates (Iserman et al., 2020; Lu et al.,

2020). Most importantly, as mentioned above, the granules of

N protein that form at the RTC in infected cells also display rapid

turnover (Verheije et al., 2010).

FRAP reveals that N protein granules in the cell turn over much

more rapidly thanN protein condensates in vitro (Figure 4C) (Iser-

man et al., 2020; Lu et al., 2020; Verheije et al., 2010). Phosphor-

ylation in vivo does not entirely explain this discrepancy as we

found that the 10D mutant still displays relatively slow turnover.
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We speculate that N protein dynamics in the cell, and particularly

in the infected cell, are further governed by cellular and viral pro-

teins and RNA.

There is some evidence to suggest a link between N protein

and stress granules, the cytoplasmic mRNA-protein conden-

sates that form in response to translation arrest and contribute

to the response to some viral infections (Cascarina and Ross,

2020; McCormick and Khaperskyy, 2017; Protter and Parker,

2016; Tsai and Lloyd, 2014). In uninfected cells, overexpressed

N protein of SARS-CoV (Peng et al., 2008) or SARS-CoV-2 (Sa-

vastano et al., 2020) associates with stress granules, and N pro-

tein associates in vitro with condensates of stress granule pro-

teins (Perdikari et al., 2020). Recent proteomic analyses

indicate that the N protein of SARS-CoV-2, when expressed in

uninfected cells, associates with proteins found in stress gran-

ules (Gordon et al., 2020; Li et al., 2020; Samavarchi-Tehrani

et al., 2020; Stukalov et al., 2020) and appears to suppress stress

granule formation (Nabeel-Shah et al., 2020; Samavarchi-Teh-

rani et al., 2020). Studies of infected cells will be required, how-

ever, to determine if stress granules form during SARS-CoV-2

infection and whether N protein has any role in their regulation.

Consistent with our results, N protein granules in MHV-in-

fected cells display dramatic changes in morphology following

chemical inhibition of GSK-3 kinase activity (Wu et al., 2014).

Most importantly, GSK-3 inhibition disrupts MHV genome pro-

cessing and reduces the production of virions by MHV- or

SARS-CoV-infected cells (Wu et al., 2014; Wu et al., 2009).

Cdk inhibitors inhibit virus production by SARS-CoV-2-infected

cells (Bouhaddou et al., 2020). Viral replication is also reduced

by inhibition of the kinases SRPK1 and 2, which have also

been implicated in N protein phosphorylation (Heaton et al.,

2020; Nikolakaki and Giannakouros, 2020; Peng et al., 2008).

Thus, chemical inhibitors of kinases that phosphorylate the N

protein have the potential to serve as antiviral therapies in the

early stages of COVID-19.
Limitations
Our studies focused on the behavior of purified N protein in vitro

when mixed with fragments of the viral RNA genome. As in all

studies of purified components, it is not yet clear that the inter-

esting behaviors we observe are relevant to N protein function

in the infected cell, where numerous host and viral proteins

and RNAs are likely to comingle with N protein at the RTC and

at viral packaging sites. It is also possible that phosphoregula-

tion of the N protein in the cell is complex and that specific sites

and kinases play more nuanced roles in the control of N protein

interactions with itself and other components. The resolution of

these questions will require detailed microscopic and biochem-

ical analyses of N protein behavior, viral genome transcription,

and viral packaging in cells infected with wild-type SARS-CoV-

2 or with viruses bearing mutations in phosphorylation sites or

other sites that modulate condensate behavior.
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STAR+METHODS
KEY RESOURCES TABLE
REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

Bacterial and Virus Strains

One Shot� BL21 Star� (DE3) Thermo Fisher Cat # C601003

Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins

Phenylmethanesulfonyl fluoride (PMSF) Sigma Cat # P7626

cOmplete�, Mini, EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Cocktail Roche Cat # 4693159001

10X TBE BioRad Cat # 1610733

Ulp1 (aa 406-622) This study N/A

IPTG Grow cells Cat # MESP-2002

Imidazole Sigma Cat # 1202

Human GSK-3b Promega Cat # V1991

Human Cdk1-cyclin B1 This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 N protein constructs This study N/A

SARS-CoV-2 Nsp3 Ubl1 domain (aa 1-110)-GFP This study N/A
32P-g-ATP Perkin Elmer Cat # BLU502A250UC

Glass bottom 384-well plate Greiner Bio Cat # 781892

mPEG-Saline Laysan Bio Item # MPEG-SIL-5000

ATP Sigma Cat # A26209

Uranyl Formate VWR Cat # 101410-834

Glider Hexagonal Grid 400 mesh, copper Electron microscopy

science

Cat # G400H-Cu

10% TBE-Urea gel Invitrogen Cat # EC68755

10% Mini-PROTEAN� TGX� Precast Protein Gels BioRad Cat # 4561036

Alexa Fluor� 488 NHS Ester Invitrogen Cat # A20000

SYBR Gold Invitrogen Cat # S11494

Desthiobiotin Sigma Cat # D1411

Phosphocreatine Sigma Cat # 10621714001

Creatine Kinase Sigma Cat # C3755

Critical Commercial Assays

HiScribe� T7 High Yield RNA Synthesis Kit NEB Cat # E2040S

Superdex S200 10/300 GL GE Cat # 17-5175-01

Amicon Ultra-0.5 Centrifugal Filter Unit – 30kDa Millipore Cat # UFC503096

Amicon Ultra-15 Centrifugal Filter Unit – 30kDa Millipore Cat # UFC903024

Ni-NTA Agarose QIAGEN Cat # 30230

Zeba� Spin Desalting Columns, 7K MWCO, 0.5 mL Thermo Cat # 89882

Dialysis membrane Spectrum Labs Cat # 132676

RNA Clean & Concentrator Zymo Research Cat # 11-353

HisTRAP column Cytiva Cat # 17524701

StrepTRAP column Cytiva Cat # 28907546

Experimental Models: Cell Lines

Sf9 Thermo Cat # 11496015

Recombinant DNA

pLIB: Cdk1 (untagged) This study N/A

pLIB: 6xHis-Myc-Cyclin B1 This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-tev-Ulp1 (406-622) This study N/A

(Continued on next page)
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Continued

REAGENT or RESOURCE SOURCE IDENTIFIER

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N DSR This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N DNTE This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N DCTE This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N DCBP This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N DNTE+DCTE This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N 10D This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N 10D DNTE This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N 10D DCTE This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N 10D DNTE+DCTE This study N/A

pET28a: 6xHIS-Smt3-N S206A This study N/A

pET28a: Nsp3 (1-110)-GFP-2xStrep This study N/A

Constructs for RNAs used in this study (Table S1) This study N/A

Software and Algorithms

Prism 8 Graphpad https://www.graphpad.com/

scientific-software/prism/

ImageJ Open source https://imagej.net/Welcome

FIJI Open source https://imagej.net/Fiji

Relion-3 (Zivanov et al., 2018) https://www3.mrc-lmb.cam.ac.uk/

relion/index.php/Download_

%26_install

Other

Uncropped microscopy images are available from

Mendeley Data: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/

88xpyp9prs/2

N/A N/A
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RESOURCE AVAILABILITY

Lead Contact
Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, David

Morgan (david.morgan@ucsf.edu).

Materials Availability
Materials such as plasmid constructs will be available without further restrictions upon request to the Lead Contact (david.morgan@

ucsf.edu).

Data and Code Availability
Uncropped microscopy images are available from Mendeley Data: https://data.mendeley.com/datasets/88xpyp9prs/2.

EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS

All recombinant proteins were expressed in One Shot BL21 Star (DE3) chemically competent E. coli (Thermo). The genotype is:

F-ompT hsdSB (rB
-, mB

-) galdcmrne131 (DE3).

METHOD DETAILS

Plasmid construction and RNA preparation
All expression vectors were constructed by Gibson assembly and confirmed by sequencing. Codon-optimized DNAs encoding

SARS-CoV-2 N protein (aa 1-419) and Nsp3 Ubl1 domain (aa 819-920 of polyprotein 1a) were ordered as gBlocks from Inte-

grated DNA Technologies (IDT) and cloned into pET28a expression vectors. N protein mutants were constructed by site-

directed mutagenesis and Gibson assembly. A 6xHis-SUMO tag was added to the N terminus of all N protein constructs.
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Nsp3 Ubl1 domain was engineered with a C-terminal GFP-2xStrep tag. Codon-optimized DNAs encoding human Cdk1

(untagged) and Cyclin B1 (N-terminal 6xHis-4xMyc tag) were ordered as gBlocks from IDT and cloned individually into the

baculovirus expression vector pLIB for construction of recombinant baculoviruses (Weissmann et al., 2016). Human GSK-3b

was purchased from Promega (V1991).

Sequences of the three viral RNAs and firefly luciferase RNA are provided in Table S1. Templates for transcription in vitro of 50-400
RNA and PS-318 RNA were ordered as gBlocks from IDT and PCR-amplified with a 50 primer carrying a T7 promoter sequence. The

template for N-1260was PCR-amplified with a 50 primer containing a T7 promoter from a PET28a vector carrying PCR-amplified ORF

DNA from the 2019-nCoV_N positive control plasmid from IDT. The N-1260 RNA includes 152 nucleotides from the pET28a plasmid

backbone. All RNA synthesis was performed using the HiScribe T7 High Yield RNA synthesis kit (NEB E2040S) according to theman-

ufacturer’s protocol. Luc-1710 RNAwas included as a positive control template in the RNA synthesis kit. The SARS-CoV-2 TRS RNA

(UCUAAACGAA, tagged with FAM fluorescent dye) was ordered from IDT.

Protein purification
Nprotein vectors were transformed into E. coliBL21 Star (Thermo #C601003) for expression. Freshly transformed cells were grown in

TB-Kanamycin (50 mg/mL) to OD 0.4 at 37�C. The temperature was lowered to 16�C until the cells reached a density of 0.8. Protein

expression was then induced with 0.4 mM IPTG for 16 h. Harvested cells were washed with PBS, snap frozen in LN2, and stored at

�80�C until lysis.

To remove contaminating nucleic acid, N protein was purified under denaturing conditions as previously described (Peng et al.,

2008; Wang et al., 2004). Frozen cell pellets were thawed and resuspended in buffer A (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl,

10% glycerol, 20 mM imidazole, 6 M urea) and lysed by sonication on ice. Lysed cells were centrifuged at 30,000 rpm for 30 min

at 4�C to remove cell debris. Clarified lysate was added to Ni-NTA agarose beads (QIAGEN) and incubated for 45 min at 4�C. Ni-
NTA beads were then washed 3 times with 10 bed volumes of buffer A, and N protein was eluted with 3 bed volumes buffer B

(50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 250 mM imidazole, 6 M urea). The eluate was concentrated to �1 mL using

centrifugal concentrators (30 kDa cutoff, Amicon) and renatured by overnight dialysis against 2 l buffer C (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5,

500 mMNaCl, 10% glycerol) at 4�C. 100 mg recombinant Ulp1 catalytic domain (expressed in and purified from bacteria) was added

to renatured protein for 10min on ice to cleave the 6xHis-SUMO tag. Mutants lacking the NTEwere not cleaved as efficiently by Ulp1,

and complete cleavage required incubation with Ulp1 at 25�C for 4 h. Cleaved protein was then centrifuged at 15,000 rpm for 10 min

and injected onto a Superdex 200 10/300 size exclusion column equilibrated in buffer C. Peak fractions were pooled, frozen in LN2,

and stored at �80�C.
In early experiments, N protein was purified under native conditions. Frozen cell pellets were thawed and resuspended in buffer D

(50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 500 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 20 mM imidazole) supplemented with benzonase, cOmplete EDTA-free prote-

ase inhibitor cocktail (Roche), and 1 mMphenylmethylsulfonyl fluoride (PMSF). Cells were lysed by sonication on ice and centrifuged

at 30,000 rpm for 30 min at 4�C. Clarified lysate was added to Ni-NTA agarose beads and incubated for 45 min at 4�C. Ni-NTA beads

were then washed 3 times with 10 bed volumes buffer D, and N protein was eluted with 3 bed volumes buffer D + 500 mM imidazole.

The eluate was concentrated to�1mL using centrifugal concentrators (30 kDa cutoff, Amicon) and injected onto a Superdex 200 10/

300 size exclusion column. Peak fractions were pooled, snap frozen in LN2, and stored at �80�C. Protein concentration was

measured by nanodrop, and a major A260 peak was observed. The A260 peak was insensitive to treatment with DNase I, RNase

A, RNase H, or benzonase. Additionally, small RNA species were observed on native TBE gels stained with SYBR gold.

Nsp3 Ubl1-GFP was expressed in E. coli as described above. Frozen cell pellets were thawed and resuspended in buffer E (50mM

HEPES pH 7.5, 150 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 1 mM DTT) supplemented with benzonase, cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor

cocktail (Roche), and 1 mM PMSF. Cells were lysed by sonication on ice and centrifuged at 30,000 rpm for 30 min at 4�C. Clarified
lysate was then added to a 5mL StrepTrap HP prepacked column (Cytiva). The columnwaswashedwith 10 column volumes buffer E

and eluted with 4 column volumes buffer E supplemented with 2.5 mM desthiobiotin. Peak fractions were pooled, snap frozen in LN2,

and stored at �80�C.
Cdk1-cyclin B1 complexes were prepared as follows. Two 666mL cultures of SF-900 cells (1.63106 cells/mL) were infected sepa-

rately with Cdk1 or cyclin B1 baculovirus and harvested after 48 h. The two cell pellets were frozen in LN2. Frozen pellets were thawed

and each resuspended in 20 mL lysis buffer (50 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol, 20 mM imidazole, benzonase, and

cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor cocktail). Cells were lysed by sonication. To generate an active Cdk1-cyclin B1 complex

phosphorylated by Cdk-activating kinase in the lysate (Desai et al., 1992), the two lysates were combined, brought to 5 mM ATP

and 10 mM MgCl2, and incubated at room temperature for 20 min. The combined lysates were centrifuged at 55,000 rpm for

45 min at 4�C. The supernatant was filtered and passed over a HisTRAP nickel affinity column, washed with wash buffer (50 mM

HEPES pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 10% glycerol) and eluted with the same buffer plus 200 mM imidazole. Peak fractions were pooled,

concentrated to 0.75ml, and injected on an S200 size exclusion column in wash buffer. Peak fractions containing the Cdk1-cyclin B1

complex were pooled, concentrated to 1.5 mg/mL, and snap frozen in LN2.

Light microscopy
Glass was prepared as described previously (Keenen et al., 2018). Individual wells in a 384-well glass bottom plate (Greiner #781892)

were incubated with 2% Hellmanex detergent for 1 h. Wells were then washed 3 times with 100 mL ddH2O. 1 M NaOH was added to
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the glass for 30 min, followed by washing 3 times with 100 mL ddH2O. The glass was dried, and 20 mg/mL PEG silane dissolved in

95%EtOHwas added to individual wells and incubated overnight (�16 h). The glasswas thenwashed 3 timeswith 100 mL ddH2O and

dried before sample addition.

The day prior to imaging, protein was thawed and dialyzed against droplet buffer (25 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 70 mM KCl) overnight at

4�C. Protein concentration was quantified by nanodrop. Reactions containing protein and RNA were combined and mixed immedi-

ately before adding to individual wells in the PEG-treated 384-well plate. All reactionswere incubated for 30min at room temperature,

unless otherwise indicated, before imaging on a Zeiss Axiovert 200M microscope with a 40x oil objective.

Turbidity analysis
Protein was dialyzed into droplet buffer the night before performing turbidity measurements, as stated above. Protein was then seri-

ally diluted into room temperature droplet buffer. After dilution, RNAwas added andmixtureswere incubated at room temperature for

15 min before measuring absorbance at 340 nm on a Spectramax M5 plate reader.

Kinase reactions
1 mMN protein was incubated with either 0.14 mMGSK-3b, 0.91 mMCdk1-Cyclin B1, or both, in a 20 mL reaction mixture containing

10 mMMgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 500 mM ATP, 25 mM HEPES pH 7.8, 50 mM NaCl, and 0.001 mCi/mL 32P-g-ATP. After incubation at 30�C
for 30 min, reactions were quenched with 10 mL SDS loading buffer for analysis by SDS-PAGE and visualization with a Phosphorim-

ager. For the priming experiment in Figure 3C, 19 mM of each N protein variant was incubated with 2.5 mMCdk1-Cyclin B1 overnight

at 25�C in kinase buffer A (20 mMHEPES pH 7.4, 300 mMNaCl, 20 mMMgCl2, 1 mMDTT, 1 mMATP). Reactions were desalted into

kinase buffer B (20 mM HEPES pH 7.4, 20 mM MgCl2, 1 mM DTT, 500 mM ATP). 10 mM of desalted N protein was incubated with

0.17 mM GSK-3b and 0.05 mCi 32P-g-ATP. After various times, reactions were quenched with SDS loading buffer for analysis by

SDS-PAGE and visualization with a Phosphorimager.

Phosphorylated protein for droplet analysis was prepared in reactions containing 25 mM N protein, 1 mM Cdk1-cyclin B1, 0.2 mM

GSK-3b, 2 mM ATP, 20 mM MgCl2, 15 mM HEPES pH 7.5, 300 mM NaCl, 5% glycerol, 1 mM DTT, 8 mM phosphocreatine (Sigma

10621714001), and 0.016 mg/mL creatine kinase (Sigma C3755). The reaction was incubated for 2 h at 30�C and then dialyzed over-

night into droplet buffer at 4�C. RNA addition and droplet visualization were carried out as described above.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP)
Purified N protein (wild type or 10D) was labeled by incubation with 3:1 Alexa Fluor 488 NHS Ester (Invitrogen A20000) at 30�C for

45 min. N protein was then purified by size exclusion chromatography, concentrated, and stored at �80�C until use. For FRAP ex-

periments, glass coverslips and slides were cleaned and functionalized with polyethylene glycol as previously described (Jain et al.,

2012), and chambers were constructed with double-sided tape. 20 mMNprotein, diluted to 5% labeled Nwith unlabeled protein, was

mixedwith 1 mM50-400 RNA and immediately added to preassembled glass chambers. Fluorescent droplets were visualized by Total

Internal Reflection Fluorescence on a DeltaVision OMX SR microscope with a 60x objective (immersion oil refractive index: 1.516).

Imageswere acquired at a 1 s frame rate for 3 frames, bleached 30 s at 5%absolute transmission at 405 nm, and imaged immediately

thereafter. All experiments were performed on droplets of similar size (2.3-2.6 mm), 15-30 min after RNA addition.

Electron microscopy
N protein (10 mM) and RNA (1 mM PS-318 or 50-400) were mixed in 10 mL droplet buffer and incubated 15 min at room temperature.

3.5 mL of this solution was adsorbed onto glow-discharged (PELCOEasiGlow, 15mA, 0.39mBar, 30 s) carbon-coated grids (200-400

mesh copper, Quantifoil) for 1 min at room temperature. Sample was blotted off, stained and blotted 5 times with 0.75% uranyl

formate, and allowed to air dry. Negative stain images were collected with a Tecnai T12 microscope (FEI) with a LaB6 filament, oper-

ated at 120 kV, and a Gatan Ultrascan CCD camera (final pixel size 2.21 Å). Contrast Transfer Function (CTF) estimation was per-

formed with CTFFIND4 (Rohou and Grigorieff, 2015). Automated particle picking, CTF-correction, and two-dimensional averaging

and classification were performed in RELION-3 (Zivanov et al., 2018).

QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS

Turbidity Analysis
Turbidity was measured at 340 nm on a Spectramax M5 plate reader, as described in Method Details. Turbidity measurements were

performed in duplicate in two independent experiments. Results were normalized to the maximum absorbance signal and analyzed

with GraphPad Prism.

Fluorescence recovery after photobleaching
Image analysis was performed with ImageJ. Fluorescence intensity for the whole droplet was calculated, and background intensity

subtracted. Intensity before bleaching was normalized to 100% and intensity after bleaching was normalized to 0%. Data were

analyzed with GraphPad Prism.
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